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6

Abstract7

National security landscape has undergone an inclusive dynamics through the threat of8

cross-border migration process. This study aims to discuss the migration of the people of9

Myanmar, especially the Rohingya?s ethnic to Malaysia. Analysis of non-traditional?s threats10

interpreting internal security challenge to Malaysians are the main elements of the discussion11

in this study. Through a qualitative study and validation of accuracy of procedural12

information, this study argues that three non-traditional?s threats to human trafficking, local13

colony formation, and cross the border illegally as the underlying impact of migration among14

the Rohingya. In addition, the pressure of social responsibility on human factors also15

contributed constraints of national security policy based on the image of Malaysia. Thus,16

several proposals were discussed to contribute to policy-makers regarding the cross-border17

migration in Malaysia. The study found that the entry of illegal immigrants/ refugees18

Rohingya has created problems for the country, through the issue of cross-border illegally and19

the government had to bear a heavy responsibility to accept Rohingya refugees which they are20

long-term problems that pose the non-traditional?s threat to the country.21

22

Index terms— rohingya, cross-border, migration, threat, human trafficking, illegal immigrants23

1 I. introduction24

economic crisis was the large-scale of migration of the world population because most of them have lost their25
source of income, laid off and declared bankrupt. The 1997/1998 economic crisis has affected the economies of26
East Asia and Southeast Asia countries such as South Korea, Japan, Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia. The27
effect from this economic crisis has successful to threat human safety and forces people to migrate. However,28
the situation was different with Myanmar because of the economic crisis 1997/1998 did not affecting the country29
since it is already under the poverty and does not impact them such as those experienced by other southeast30
Asian countries.31

Entering the problem faced by Myanmar or Burma and the relation of migration is the result of internal32
political problems. The crisis of migration in Myanmar is involved by Rohingya’s ethnic, the Muslim minorities33
living in the northern part of Myanmar, which isArakan or Rakhine. They have been forced to leave or fled34
because of their human safety and lives have been threatened by the state government, military, the monks and35
the Buddhist community widely. The threats involves discrimination in practicing religion, culture, restrictions in36
daily activities, work, facilities, education, murdered, tortured, not recognized as citizens and well planned ethnic37
clearing. Therefore, from the threat given, Rohingya’s ethnic has been forced to become immigrant in their own38
country and become fugitives in other countries such as Bangladesh, Indonesia , Thailand , Saudi Arabia and39
Malaysia. This study used qualitative method that is interviews with respondents such as the police, NGO and40
refugees, current news and library search.41
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5 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

2 II.42

3 Research Methods43

This study used qualitative method that is interviews with respondents that have connection in cross-border and44
refugees in Malaysia such as the Royal Malaysian Police, NGO and Rohingyas refugees. Meantime, secondary45
data were collected by library research base on migration and refugee issue, newspapers and online website data46
such as UNHCR and Malaysia Ministry of Home Affairs.47

4 III.48

5 Result and Discussion49

Rohingya’s people turned into refugees are due to factors of frequent amended constitution and the often change50
of government. Starting with Foreigners he issue of cross-border migration of the immigrants is a global issue; it51
also occurred in developing and developed countries that have various factors of attractiveness such as economic52
opportunity, employment, stability, peace and to obtain protection. United States, Canada, Australia, Malaysia53
and Saudi Arabia are among the countries that had been chose by the immigrants to come whether it is legal54
or illegal. In Malaysia context, various efforts made by the government, such as improving border controls have55
been implemented to curb the influx of illegal immigrant (Amarjit Kaur, 2014: 353). This is because the influxes56
of the illegal immig rantsca using various issues from the aspects of economic, social and national security nor57
society has emerged in the country of destination. Secure means free from any threats while in the discipline58
of political studies, this term may refer to economic security and political security. In the discipline of security,59
this term is associated with national security that the original idea was initiated by United States after the end60
of World War 2 (Triut & Harf 1982:1). The Asian Act 1864 until Myanmar Citizenship Act 1982 and Myanmar61
does not have any legal provision that clear to the Rohingya. They are in a situation not havinga citizenship.62
Union Citizenship Act 1948, enacted by the British, also denied the Rohingya to be part of Myanmar’s citizens63
easily. However, in this act there is little space that allows the Rohingya to becomeMyanmar citizens under64
British rule at that time. Since Myanmar is ruled by a military regime that seized power of government of U Nu65
in 1962, it can be said that the starter of hard seeds of the denial of citizenship for Rohingya in Myanmar. When66
Myanmar under military ruler of General Ne Win, as the head of the regime, the Rohingya are labelled as illegal67
immigrants, because this group is said to have been brought in by the British, even the historical records say the68
Rohingya have been living in Arakan as early as 1430during the rule of King of Arakan, Narameikhla which has69
about 30,000 Muslim soldiers (Moshe 2002: 23-24).70

In 1974 a new constitution was formed by the junta government of Myanmarand the Immigration Act 197471
has been explicitly denied the rights of the Rohingya as legitimate citizens of Myanmar and had labelled them72
as illegal immigrants. Thus the effect of the law enacted by the Myanmar regime has been followed by a large-73
scale operation called the Naga Min or Dragon King in 1977.This operation considered cruel, has forced the74
Rohingya becoming refugees and they have fled from home to a place deemed safe and close. An estimated75
200,000 of Rohingya’s people have fled to Bangladesh in 1978. After being there for 16 months, most Rohingya76
were forced to return to their places of origin, Myanmar, because of the impact of bilateral agreements between77
junta Myanmar and Bangladesh government. During that period, an estimated 10,000 people have died majority78
were women and children due to malnutrition and infectious diseases. However, the second wave of Rohingya’s79
refugees to Bangladesh as much as 250,000 people, took place around mid of 1991 to early 1992 due to the human80
rights violations against them and also by the laws of Myanmar which makes them illegal immigrants in their own81
land has resulted in a situation they do not have citizenship. Myanmar Citizenship Law of 1982, which enacted82
allegedly threaten the foundations of the principles of international law which makes a nation are in a situation83
not have citizenship in their country. The law is also discriminatory to force Rohingya to provide proof that84
they had occupied Rakhine long before 1823. Junta regime that used the title The State Peace and Development85
Council (SPDC) has dismissed the Rohingya as an ethnic community in Myanmar (Maung Maung 1961: 94-9686
) .87

After Myanmar’s independence, on January 4, 1948, there are 19 military operations in the area of88
Rohingyasettlements been carriedout to control the riot from happening. But the real fact is;it is 19 operations89
of murder, deportation, invasion of mosques and places of worship, destruction of sources of revenue, and the90
seizure of farms and residences. Among 19 of these operations, operation of Burma Territorial Force (BTF) is91
the cruellest. Local government troops which were filled with Buddhist ethnic, kills, rapes, creating destruction92
and implement the law at their own will. Finally it resulted in thousands of Muslim’s Rohingya forced to flee93
from their homes. Other operationsthat is also inhumanwhere suchas Nagamin (King Dragon) in 1978. In this94
military operation, 300,000 Muslim’s Rohingya forced out of their homes and nearly 1/3was killed. Nearly two95
million Rohingya’s people have chosen to live in exile and uncertainties. It can be seen the military operations96
still continue to be carried out by the Burmese government since 1948 until today. Each year they perform97
deportation policy and ethnic clearingtowards the Rohingya, but what differentiate the situation from time to98
time is in terms of the number of migrants and the number of deaths. They live as unwanted refugees and illegal99
immigrants in the country of Bangladesh, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, Malaysia and the UAE.100
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What can be conclude here , even though the world has had clear evidence of attacks and atrocities of101
the junta government of Myanmar towards the Rohingya , but it is difficult to recover the situation because102
Myanmar has rejected Rohingya’s ethnic as the noncitizen of Myanmar and insist they are citizens of Bangladesh103
and has similarities with people in Chittagong. Moreover, the Myanmar military action has also spread hateful104
propaganda against Muslims in Myanmar and managed to influence public perception that the Rohingya are105
’Chittagonians’ Bangladesh. Table 1 below shows the operations of the expulsion of the military against ethnic of106
Rohingya designed by the Myanmar government since 1948 are as follows: According to Chris ??ewa (2003) in the107
Asia Forum, Rohingya is being discriminated against on the basis of their ethnicity and religion. They were not108
included in the nation-building process in Myanmar and the military regime has been implementing the policies109
of exclusion and discrimination against this group, aims to encourage them to leave the Myanmar. Policies that110
systematically has maintained a setback of the Rohingya and they become massive refugees to Bangladesh in111
1978, 1991 and 1992.112

The combination of violations of human rights, denial of legal status to the restriction of movement and113
economic constraints against Rohingya has managed to create a sense of insecurity in life and difficult for them114
gaining food. Rohingya’s children in particular are innocent victims and suffer caused by the weakness of115
government policies such as discrimination in all aspects of life and lack of access such as public schools, health116
care for their welfare and poverty. This has affected the physical and mental development of their lasting future for117
the Rohingya community. Thus, from this point of view, it can be concluded that the situation of the Rohingya in118
Myanmar to coincide with the assumptions stated by AmartyaSen (1999) which is economic development would119
be meaningless if individuals and communities do not have the rights and freedom in their daily lives, forcing120
themselves into retreat, tortured and fled to another country.121

On May 10, 2015, a total of 1,158 Rohingya’s people and Bangladeshi immigrants comprising 993 men,122
104 women and 61 children have been recorded arriving in Langkawi Island, Kedah. Of these, a total of123
486 people were Myanmar citizens while 672 people were Bangladeshis. Due to this incident, the Ministry124
of Home Affairs (MoHA) held a coordination meeting between the agencies to discuss the issue of influx of125
illegal immigrants on May 12, 2015 involving the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the National Security Council126
(NSC), the Royal Malaysian Police (RPM), the Immigration Department of Malaysia and the Malaysian Maritime127
Enforcement Agency (MMEA) (Media Statement MoHA 2015). The joint decision was obtained from all the law128
enforcement agencies of Malaysia, which agreed to take all the illegal immigrants were transferred to Immigration129
DepotBelantik, Kedah. The migration process will involve Immigration Department of Malaysia, the Royal130
Malaysian Navy (RMN), Marine Police RPM and MMEA. The process of moving all the illegal immigrants that131
was implemented in phases starting from May 12, 2015. As an immediate measure to prevent similar incidents132
from reoccurring, the Malaysian government has been trying tohold discussions immediately with the two source133
countries, namely Bangladesh and Myanmar. This is because there is an element of smuggling of migrants due134
to the willingness of immigrants involved to come to Malaysia and involving the occurrence of human trafficking135
syndicates. Thailand government also involved in these discussionsbecauseof smuggling of migrants thru the136
border of Malaysia-Thailand involving Rohingyas and Bangladeshi immigrants. It is recognized that Thailand137
has a lot of experience and source of the cross-border activities.138

According to the RPM and UNHCR Malaysia (2015), they describe the migration of Rohingya ethnic refugees139
is extremely difficult to cross the territories of Myanmar by road and by country of Thailand as the main road140
to flee because of restrictions by the enforcement. Therefore, most of them will arrive with small boats in the141
countries of Southeast Asia to the destination of their choice either Myanmar or Bangladesh (Danish Immigration142
Service, 2011: 45). But what is most regrettable, refugee migration is often exploited to become victims of human143
trafficking which causes them to suffer or even lead to death as tragedy in Wang Kelian and Padang Besar, Perlis.144

The arrival of illegal immigrants from Bangladesh and Myanmar refugees at this time was in a large-scale145
which is large numbers of people, particularly troubling the citizen and the government. Similarly, Thailand146
and Indonesia, which also shares the concerns and the complexity of this matter because it involves the issue of147
cross-border, national security and human security, namely whether individuals who landed at the state coast148
and national borders nor local communities who are undergoing their daily lives. From the thousands who had149
landed at the three country, there are still hundreds and thousands of these refugees which is still either on the150
sea, land on the islands of Indonesia or drowning in the ocean. Accordingly, the country also once again shocked151
by the discovery of 139 graves were detected by the authorities in 28 transit camps built by human trafficking152
syndicates along the Malaysia-Thailand border in Wang Kelian, Perlis. Ministry of Home Affairs also recognize153
that there are involvement of local people suspected in the syndicate was uncovered after the discovery of the154
detention camp at Wang Kelianto confine the refugees from Myanmar and Bangladesh. Inspector-General of155
Police, Tan Sri Khalid Abu Bakar has deployed about 300 VAT-69 commandos to the area to search the dense156
forest along the Malaysia-Thailand border to detect activity and evidence of human trafficking (Zaain, 2015).157

From a diplomatic source that involved in managing the Rohingya issue stated that the Rohingya have been158
in the entire East Asia. Meanwhile, Thailand is known to be the place of transit or landing point of the Rohingya159
who want to enter Malaysia. Malaysia is considered a safe country and Muslim’s country that easy to get into160
because of the lack of restrictions on the border and it is easy to gain access to work, although illegally and161
have the same religion. They can also register with UNHCR in Malaysia as refugees. Malaysia is said to be162
easily accessible without strict restrictions then smuggling of the Rohingya is increasing began in 2009, 2012 and163
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5 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

until 2015. Bangladesh also identified as a location as the gathering place and harbor boats carrying Rohingya164
refugees and the trafficking of Bangladeshi migrant. The boats depart from Bangladesh estimated about 12165
boats with an estimated 600-700 people per each departure. Their lives are in danger as they travel because they166
do not have any form of identification, travel documents and the absence of security protection, vulnerable to167
unpredictable weather and health problems like fever, dehydration and starvation. Agencies in Bangladesh are168
involved in making a profit by providing false passports, running a smuggling syndicate and human trafficking169
from Bangladesh and Myanmar to Southeast Asian countries (Danish Immigration Service, 2011: 44).170

According to the Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network(APRRN) reported there were many active smugglers in171
facilitating activities such as managing the gathering site, preparation of boats, collecting payments trip, strategy172
regulator and boatmen which carrying Rohingya’s people to travel to Malaysia by boats. If theRohingyagot173
arrested in Thailand, they will be put in detention indefinitely for allegedly entering Thailand illegally. The174
same goes to the welfare and protection because it is very difficult to get public assistance. Therefore, in the175
last decade the situation is better because there is an opportunity for the Rohingya’s people to travel to Saudi176
Arabia and the Gulf countries, but now the situation has become more difficult because of the lack of movement177
toward the Middle East on geographical factors, political stability, longer route with the sailing challenge and178
high cost of shipping and delivery by the agent.179

Trends now show a more active movement eastward Malaysia and Indonesia. Asia Pacific Refugee Rights180
Network, also said that there are about 30,000 Rohingyas have become residents in the local community by181
becoming cardholders of refugee status in Malaysia. This figure is actually much higher than the actual amount182
due according to the latest ministry statistics (2015) and Azizah (2014), the Rohingya’s refugees in Malaysia is183
almost hundred thousand people. So it is clear why they are very interested to come to Malaysia because there184
were a community of their own ethnic andtheir live is safe and taken care of.185

Hussain was one of the refugees and UNHCR card holders who become respondents in this study. Hussain and186
his fellow countrymen sneakinto Malaysia in 2000 and lived in Thailand for 3 years before coming to Malaysia.187
Embark on a journey from Arakan to Cox Bazar of Bangladesh and then boarded a ship to Thailand. Upon188
arriving at the coast of Thailand, they walk together for two hours to nearby villages for shelter while waiting189
for the local people to control their affairs. They have worked in Thailand as restaurant’s cleaners, workers at190
fish market, collecting wasted goods, farm workers and construction labours. Later, he entered Malaysia through191
Rantau Panjang, Kelantan and waiting there for two days before being taken to Kuala Lumpur. Hussain and192
other Rohingyas not know each other and have entered Malaysia illegally, without any documents or UNHCR193
card. From Kelantan, they ride in a sedan car (Proton Wira) up to 13 people including the local resident’s194
driver. One person died on the way which is the passenger who is in the rear bonnet, suspected of drowning and195
starvation. Along the way they were not given food and drink or stop to urinate.The car is known to stop three196
times to refuel by the sound offuel pump and the sound of oil entering the tank.197

The situation in the car is like ’sardines in a barrel’. They were forced to huddle on the front seat (bending198
their body), the rear seats werereclined and they laid elongated fellow. The same goes to the rear bonnet; they199
are arranged horizontally and overlapping with each other. Then they werecoveredon top with a cloth and stuff,200
as if the car was filled with things of the car owners. They are all felt heat, hunger, lack of air, stinky, cramps201
and body aches deeply felt and uncomfortable. He and his colleagues were given a stern warning not to make202
any noise like knocking on the car wall, asking for food and drink. They also threatened will be left by the203
wayside and will detained by authorities if theymake any sounds. Their friend who has died ison un known204
status because after arriving in Kuala Lumpur and they were safely out of the car; the dead bodies were taken205
away by an unidentified driver and are reluctant to speak. All of their affairs to come to Kuala Lumpur and who206
is the driver who brought them all together was planned and managed by the agency. Hence, it can be concluded207
here their safety is not guaranteed and their lives are at stake to get into Malaysia and this activity also involves208
local communities as agents.209

Through other sources and information received, usually refugees or illegal immigrants who want to enter210
Malaysia is using the agent from Thai and Malaysia. Admission charge that is charged by the Thai agent is211
RM500 each person which will take them from Thailand to Rantau Panjang. While from Rantau Panjang to212
Kuala Lumpur, the charge is RM 1500 for a one-way trip and managed by the Malaysia agent. Due to the high213
cost of agency fees for illegal entry, it is not surprising that the majority of Rohingya refugees will transit to work214
for two or three years in Thailand to collect a sum of money before entering Malaysia.215

According to ??asan and Amir (2014), when first moved to Thailand, they do not have friends or relatives in216
Thailand and Malaysia, do not know how far the situation in Thailand will takes place and did not have much217
access to obtain the daily convenience, have no phone or valuables and just take a little supply of clothing, money218
and confidence for the better life. To earn a living, they collect wasted goods and used items in Thailand. They219
are also trying to meet the daily needs by collecting waste food, clothing and boxes as bed coverings but they220
felt very grateful this situation is considered to be able to escape from suffering a lot worse in Myanmar.221

They confess they are willing to do any of difficult work, dirty and despicable in general view as long as they222
get paid and can buy food. Their beds are often will be at a house or a construction site or the market in223
inadequate condition. When has been living in Thailand for quite a time, they heard many stories and news224
about Malaysia and know many of the Rohingya community have existed there besides Malaysia an Islamic state225
that is safe and good. Hence, the feeling of desire to come to Malaysia has been a dream. In Thailand, they226
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still felt uncomfortable and did not like the people there because most of Thais are Buddhists and it has created227
deep sentiment of their past experiences in their origin country. In addition, they also said it was not happy to228
be in Thailand because it is difficult to hear the azan (calling to prayer) or reading verses from the Quran. This229
situation clearly shows they have a sense of love and longing to Islam and desperately as Muslim they want to230
practice worship even wherever they are.231

The Rohingya refugees often live in large groups with several families, sharing a place to stay in a house. For232
example Hussain family rented a house from the owner of the Malaysian Chinese with the fee of RM 450 per233
month. There are seven people living in the house that is a wife, three children, an uncle that can no longer work234
(senior and sick) and a friend of the construction workers. Hussain’s children have been almost familiar with the235
culture, food and people of Malaysia. His family’s favourite foods are ’nasilemak’, white rice with Malay and236
Indian dishes such as curry, spicy cooked chicken, ’roti canai’ and fruit salad. He also stressed that in Malaysia,237
they can make a living even if refugees are not allowed to work formally. But still can do daily chores such as238
collecting steels, irons, tins, boxes, cleaners for local residence, cut the grass, pottering, cleaning market, sell fish239
and vegetables at the local market and do tricycle service which transporting waste to landfills.240

The daily averageincome of the Rohingya refugees who do this work starting from RM20-RM30 a day and on241
weekends it can be reached to RM 50. On Sundays or public holidays, they earn extra income because Malaysians242
are on holiday and there was an increase in the amount of daily waste. Among the areas where many of these243
Rohingya refugees are aroundis in Selangor such asHulu Langat, Satoh, Mauri, Ampang, Selayang and Gombak.244
They also admit often bothered and blackmailed by the Indians in Gombak and Hulu Langat while the Malays245
do not disrupt their lives and prefer their own affairs. Before ending the interview, the researcher asks a special246
question for the respondents which arewhy he and other fellow Rohingya prefer to stay and settle in Malaysia.247
This was the reply has been received; ”The main reasons my friends and I came to Malaysia because Malaysia is248
a Muslim country. Life or death, we want to be in Islamic country and want to be buried in Volume XVI Issue249
III Version I 41 ( F )250

Islamic way. Malaysia is a safe country and a country that is very good. Here, we can find sustenance and251
many Rohingya people live safely and can eat and work. Thailand is a Buddhist country, we do not like it there,252
and they are not Muslims. Malaysian police is good and non-threatening, the Malaysian government is better253
than our home country, as well as the Prime Minister of Malaysia is very good because he love to help Muslim254
people who are in hardship. Help us Rohingyas. We do not want to go to other country for resettlement.”255
(Rohingya’s refugee 2015) He also expressed gratitude to the police and the Malaysian government for the good256
service and accept them stay in Malaysia even with refugee status. They hope for their next generation in257
Malaysia, they hopeRohingya’s childrens can attend proper formal education such as can enter the primary and258
secondary government school so that to be successful such as the Malaysian society. Many refugeeschild cannot259
attend school and can not even read despite they are fully grown, they can only speak Malay. Accordingly, the260
Rohingyas are also very hopeful to have the permission to take a motorcycle and car driving license, have a261
business license and have UNHCR cards to all Rohingyas to facilitate daily life and make a living.262

On May 2015 the illegal immigrants and refugees from Myanmar was on a large-scale. For example in figure263
??, the following is one example of the huge influx recorded and getting worldwide attention.264

Source: processed from MoHA Media, Malaysia 2015.265
Following the influx of refugees and the discovery of the graves of trafficking victims in Perlis it has affected266

Malaysia’s image internationally as a country that has been labelled weak in border controls. In addition, through267
this influx has enlivened the activity of agents and human traffickers from within and outside the country. The268
migration of refugees are often exploited to become victims of human trafficking which causes them to suffer or269
even die, same as a tragedy in Wang Kelian and Padang Besar, Perlis. Consequently, as many as 139 graves270
were found by authorities in 28 transit camps built by human trafficking syndicates along the Malaysia-Thailand271
border in Wang Kelian, Perlis. Thus, there is also, old graves were discovered and there are hundreds of bodies272
are believed still buried are the victims of trafficking syndicates.273

Malaysia and Indonesia are being the country of destination for the Rohingyas refugees because the factor of274
Muslim’s majority. It gives confidence and trust in obtain the protection because they are Muslims and have275
common cultural traits. According to the Ministry of Home Affairs (2015) and Azizah (2014), there are almost276
a hundred thousand people Rohingyas refugees in Malaysia. So it is clear why they are very interested to come277
to Malaysia because of the presence of their ethnic communities of their own life and secure. Rohingyas refugees278
are often living in crowded with several families and share a place to stay in a cheap rooming house. Thus,279
the colony and the relationship between the country will built and also grow. Pressure of social responsibility280
and humanitarian missions, which having heavy responsibility to accept Rohingya refugees in which they are281
long-term problems. Generally, non-traditional threats to society and the country is the issue of settlements,282
shelter, food, and basic necessities, and medical. There are also social issues that should be considered and283
addressed by the government such as the provision of education, birth, death, welfare, very limited relocation,284
local crime because they do not work andlack of help and cooperation from Myanmar . Based on the old record285
of the earliest settlement of Rohingya refugees indicated that they had become old residents in the country and286
have been assimilated with the local culture such as conversation, food and similar clothing to the Malays and287
Indians.288
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8 CONCLUSION

6 ENTRANCE OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS289

Consequently, few of them were involved in being criminals, drug dealers, gangsters, smugglers or have a subversive290
element. The presence of illegal immigrants also stimulate the rapid development of the counterfeiting of travel291
documents such as passport, PLKS, IC, birth certificates, marriage certificates and UNHCR card . These things292
become more fertile when it involves the same demand from other countries immigrants such as Indonesia,293
Philippines, India, Bangladesh, and so on. The suggestion; to meet the goals of this research, some suggestions294
are made to handle the issue of Rohingya refugees in diplomatically and strategically. 1. Joint to protect all295
people living in the Rakhine region (Cooperation of the countries of ASEAN and Myanmar).296

2. Create an independent investigation on human rights violations and bring the perpetrators to justice,297
including their trial in an independent and impartial court of law.298

7 International monitoring permit to parties based in299

Myanmar, such as representatives of the United Nations, OIC and diplomats in Yangon and the media to assess300
the situation and make a recommendations for further action. 4. Amendment of the law in 1982 (Citizenship)301
to accept the Rohingyas as the ethnic group in Myanmar; guarantee their rights as citizens and rights to vote.302
5. Ensuring freedom of movement, employment, the right of marriage and the right to have a family that now303
is not given to the Rohingya. Furthermore, ensuring that local authorities and the military/police commander304
stop the cruelty of property seizure and conscription of forced labor.305

IV.306

8 Conclusion307

Rohingyas refugees need basis humanitarian assistance of shared responsibility and as a fellow human being. From308
the view of the researcher, Malaysia, ASEAN and UNHCR should establish an effective model and cooperation in309
handling this issue with an action plan to save the Rohingya from all aspects to protect life, identify their presence,310
get accurate statistics on their number in those transit countries and work harder in getting the cooperation of311
Myanmar until they are accepted as the citizens with guaranteed of human safety. If the issue is not resolved, as312
long as that the ASEAN countries will continue to be plagued by long-term problems of refugees from Myanmar.313
For the Rohingya refugee children, they need morehelp specifically to improve their basic of education of literacy,314
reading, counting and filling the spiritual knowledge in skills such as carpentry, cooking, sewing, farming and so315
on so that they are ready for the uncertain future but at least all basic knowledge have Table 2 : been received.316
Knowledge is a necessity of life, literacy of mind is very meaningful gift to build the future. 1

1

No Military Operation Year
1. Military Operation November 1948

(Burma 5 Regimen)
2. Operation of Burma Territorial Force (BTF) 1949-1950
3. Military Operation March 1951-1952

(Chin 2 Emergency Regimen)
4. Mayu Operation October 1952-53

Figure 1: Table 1 :
317

1Year 2016 © 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US)Migration and Security Threat in Malaysia: Analysis on
Rohingya’s Ethnic
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Classes of refugees/ asylum seekers according to ethnics & country
Ethnic from Myanmar
Ethnic of Chin 49,800
Rohingya 45,170
Muslim 12,340
Rakhine, Arakan&other ethnics 7,320
Total (until end of Feb 2015) 114, 630
Refugees & asylums seekers from other regions
Sri Lanka 3,970
Pakistan 1,200
Somalia 1,100
Syria 960
Iraq Iran Palestin Others 850 550 430 28,880 Year

2016
Total (until end of Feb 2015) 37,940

Volume
XVI
Issue III
Version
I 42

MYANMAR 486 Source: UNHCR
Malaysia(2015)

TOTAL OF
1,158 PEOPLE
IN LANGKAWI
ISLAND ON 15 MAY
2015 BANGLADESH
672

Volume
XVI
Issue III
Version I
43

( F ) ( F )
Global
Journal
of
Human
Social
Science

MEN 993 PEOPLE
WOMEN 104 PEO-
PLE CHILDREN 61
PEOPLE Fig. 1

Global
Journal
of
Human
Social
Science -

© 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US)

[Note: s -Year © 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US)]

Figure 2: 2016

2

Figure 3: Table 2
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